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What is UKRI?



What do we mean by the term digital twin?



Digital twins at different scales - verticals and horizontals
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Digital twins and EPSRC
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Digital twins – current UKRI investments

Swarm technology and digital twinning to coordinate high numbers of 
100kg payload UAVs in aid delivery and firefighting applications

Real-time geospatial digital twin to manage people flow in rail station

UKRI Digital Twin investments include studentships, research, 
infrastructure, collaborative R&D and SBRI. 

Sectors include: Clean Growth and Infrastructure, Manufacturing, 
Materials and Mobility, and Responsive (open). 

Many projects were funded under separate, non-connected 
competitions where Digital Twins were in scope – but not the main 
aim. 

UKRI has also invested in digital twin-specific projects, programmes, 
and fellowships, notably including a £5m investment in digital twins 
for improved dynamic design (DigiTwin) and £6m for advanced 
simulation and modelling of gas turbine engines (ASiMoV).

Project Examples

ASiMoV



UK Digital Twin Programme - potential objectives 

Develop the next generation

Increase adoption and commercialisation

Build the cyber-physical foundations 



Digital twins (DTs) – potential transformation
DTs used in highly 
controlled environments

DTs used widely and for the 
public good

DTs used by DT 
specialists

DTs used by a wide range of 
people who derive high levels 
of value from them 

DTs bought from a small number of suppliers, 
or on a pay to play model

Digital twinning available to all (like the 
www), and not owned by a few 

DTs co-developed by 
DT specialists and users



Digital twins (DTs) – potential transformation

DTs developed
and used in isolation

A critical mass of skilled people 
and integrated investments, anchoring a 
national capability in the UK 

A lack of tools, frameworks, 
incentives, and regulations, 
stifling integration

Frameworks, guidance, standards,  
regulations, and cyber-physical 
infrastructure, building on UK strengths 
and values 

Digital models offering
relatively low levels of value

DTs that are trusted, secure, resilient, 
and sustainable, and that can operate 
with and for people, in high fidelity, in 
real time, and using machine learning 
where required, federated with other 
DTs to enable decision making at 
multiple layers of abstraction, and across 
systems and sectors.



Over £1m of additional EPSRC funding for DAFNI

Enabling DAFNI to:
 Widen its usage and capability, supporting EPSRC’s Engineering and related research 

programmes over the next two years.

 Extend the relationships established in the development phase to look beyond 
academia to industry and government to build collaborations.



Key points to take away:

• I would encourage those who are conducting research into digital twinning in academia, 
industry or government to seize this opportunity and to engage with DAFNI. 

• BEIS and UKRI will be conducting a summer of engagement on cyber-physical 
infrastructure and digital twins.
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